I N T RO D U C T I O N
haunted looking man standing on a boat, the
eponymous Crowhurst, and beneath it a quote
from him. “I am going because I would have
no peace if I stayed.”
I began to read the book right there. I saw
it was about a round-the-world voyage which
had ended in a most unusual way, a news story
at the time, now forgotten. And something
told me I’d found the book I was looking for.

was sitting in a lounge room at a
party, some time in the early 1980s,
getting nicely pissed. Reaching into
the bookcase behind me I pulled
out a volume at random and looked
at the cover. It was called The Strange Voyage
of Donald Crowhurst, but there was no writing
on the dust jacket to indicate what the book
was about.
Now at this time, I should explain, I was
attempting to become a writer of short
stories. In composing my little bits of fiction
I found myself describing events which had
supposedly really happened to someone,
somewhere, at some time. Yet I knew that
the conventions of fiction were causing me
to shape my material constantly, to give it
thematic unity and structure — a beginning,
middle and an end, to throw in symbolism
at every turn and eliminate the randomness
which characterises real life.
I knew, of course, that the opposite was also
true — that writers of non-fiction often use
fictional narrative techniques to enliven their
stories. And yet, who could ever mistake a
work of fiction for one of fact (outright hoaxes
excluded)? Were there, I wondered, any stories
from real life which inherently followed these
artificial, literary rules? In short, were there
any non-fiction books that read like novels?
So I was looking at this book. I opened
it to the photo section and saw a shot of a

Cut to a couple of years later. I was
recovering from a terrifying Communications
course just dripping with impenetrable
postmodernist theoretical jargon, and working
as a shit-kicker in a government department.
By far the hardest aspect of the job was
attempting to look busy when there was
virtually nothing to do. And in one corner of
the office, a photocopier beckoned. It looked
bored with copying government documents.
Like thousands before and since, I had an idea.
Crowhurst went into the first Bizarrism,
along with some of the street characters
around Sydney at the time, Charles Fort,
spontaneous combustion, a Mass Murderer
Crossword Puzzle (these were the days before
serial killers had been invented), and far too
many clippings from newspapers. A hundred
or so copies were collated on my lounge room
floor in December 1986, ready in time to give
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I first wrote the pieces, brought the stories
up to date where necessary, and corrected
some errors. I’ve also amended a few youthful
infelicities of style. When I first started
publishing Bizarrism, I was determined to
write seriously about flippant subjects, and
flippantly about seriously ones. While I still
adhere to that dictum to a large extent, I think
that sometimes I went overboard.
The chief improvement in this new version
of Bizarrism, however, is the addition of
illustrations by my good friend Glenn Smith,
who did such a sterling job on my previous
book for Headpress, The Eccentropedia.
Glenno can get a likeness on paper faster than
I can make a cup of tea, and I continue to be
in awe of his talents.

out as Christmas presents. It was only meant
to be a one-off , but people kept asking me
when the next one was coming out, and then
I got curious to see it myself. After that it
became a habit.
My basic formula remained much the same
as the first issue — some strange ideas, cults
(a pet subject as you’ll see), a bit of true crime,
an amiable eccentric or two, a scrap of folklore.
My only criterion for including something was
if it interested me. If someone else enjoyed it
too, that was a bonus.
Along the way I collected others like
Crowhurst. Some of them were artists, like
Rosaleen Norton, or poets, like Harry Crosby
or Arthur Cravan, or musicians, like Slim
Gaillard or Joe Meek, but it seems to me that
the greatest works of art they each produced
were their own lives. Like Donald Crowhurst,
they were the people who went overboard,
the beacons of shining if erratic brilliance in a
world of sensible conformity.
I’m enormously glad to have known them.

A NOTE ON THE REVISED
AND EXPANDED EDITION
When the chance arose to publish the first
edition of Bizarrism in 1999, I looked at it
mainly as a way to get the contents of my flimsy,
photocopied zine (which was up to issue 6 at
the time) into a more permanent format.
Fifteen years later, I’ve taken the
opportunity to revisit all this early material,
and in some cases expand it considerably. I’ve
added information that has come to light since
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well at school and was popular with the other
boys who admired his fearlessness. After India
gained independence, the family returned to
England where they fell on hard times. John
Crowhurst could only find work as a porter,
and in 1948, when Donald was 16, he died
suddenly from a heart attack. It was a heavy
blow for the boy, who was forced to leave
school.
Crowhurst joined the Royal Air Force
where he studied electronic engineering,
learned to fly and was commissioned. He
was as popular with his peers as ever, always
quick to order a round of drinks, issue a
dare or suggest some outrageous escapade.
He was in the air force for six years until
one exploit — possibly riding a motorbike
through a barracks full of sleeping airmen —
was deemed to have gone too far, and he was
asked to leave. He then joined the army, but
was asked to leave it two years later after he
was arrested trying to steal a car while drunk.
Undaunted, Crowhurst made strenuous
efforts to enter Cambridge, but failed.
On the bright side, Crowhurst met an Irish
girl named Clare at a party early in 1957 and
immediately announced that he was going to
marry her. After exercising his considerable
charm on her for several months, she agreed,
and they were married within the year. They
were living with Crowhurst’s mother in
Reading when their first child, James, was

n 1968, in the wake of Francis
Chichester’s single-handed
circumnavigation of the world in
Gypsy Moth IV the previous year,
the Sunday Times organised a nonstop, round-the-world yacht race. One of the
first to announce his participation was Donald
Crowhurst, a 36-year-old inventor and owner
of a small electronics firm based in Somerset.
Lately, his business had fallen heavily into
debt, and this was one of the main reasons
for someone who had previously only sailed
for a hobby suddenly announcing he would
be attempting to circumnavigate the globe
— the publicity would ensure the sale of his
inventions and the success of his business.
The other reason was that Crowhurst firmly
believed himself to be destined for greatness,
and he craved the sort of instant fame that
Chichester had won. As this was to be the
first non-stop single-handed circumnavigation
(Chichester had made one stop on his trip)
the adulation would likely be even greater.

Donald Crowhurst was born in India
in 1932. His father, John Crowhurst, a
railwayman, was a rather taciturn and distant
figure, occasionally violent when he drank.
Crowhurst was much closer to his mother,
Alice, who was very religious. He did very
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solve technical problems brilliantly, but he also
made basic mistakes.
And he was no businessman. Despite his
enthusiasm and the long hours he put in, he
could never get the marketing of his product
right. He was thrown a lifeline for a while in
the form of a £1,000 loan from a businessman
named Stanley Best, but this eventually ran
out. Crowhurst faced the prospect of Electron
Utilisation folding, and there was something
else affecting him as well. In the first flush of
success with his business, he had gone out
and bought a new Jaguar. In his usual reckless
way he had driven it too fast and crashed it,
receiving a head injury. Afterwards, his mood
swings became more extreme and minor
irritations could send him into a fury.
So this was Crowhurst’s situation in May
1967 when Francis Chichester completed his
circumnavigation, sailing into Plymouth to
be greeted by a quarter of a million people,
universal acclaim, endless sponsorship deals
and a knighthood. Inevitably, a number of
yachtsmen around the world began talking
about going one better and achieving the first
non-stop circumnavigation.
When faced with failure, Crowhurst’s
reaction had always been to redouble his
efforts and throw himself into further
challenges. What greater challenge could
there be than this? So when the Sunday
Times, which had reaped great rewards from
sponsoring Chichester, announced its race
in March 1968, Crowhurst soon declared
himself in.
The rules of the race were simple. Any
yacht which set out from any port in the
world between June 1 and October 31 could

born. Later they moved to the village of
Nether Stowey near Bridgwater in Somerset,
where Clare gave birth to three more children,
Simon, Roger and Rachel. Crowhurst adored
his children, and they adored him.
Electronics was Crowhurst’s true passion,
and he was forever tinkering in his workshop,
inventing gadgets that he hoped to market.
After working for various electronics firms he
decided to strike out on his own, using some
of the proceeds from the sale of his mother’s
house to start a company called Electron
Utilisation. He also became a keen amateur
sailor, having purchased a 20-foot (six metres)
sloop called Pot of Gold which he kept at
Bridgwater. He combined his two loves,
electronics and sailing, by inventing a handheld navigational device called the ‘Navicator’,
which became the first product sold by his
company. And at first it all went well. With
orders coming in, Crowhurst rented a factory
and engaged six workers. The success he had
long dreamed of finally seemed at hand.
Since he was a teenager, Crowhurst had
been slowly putting together a philosophy
of the world and his place in it. While he
proclaimed himself an atheist and rationalist,
his innate optimism made him open-minded
about the possibilities the universe offered,
and he was fascinated by the paranormal and
the occult. In some ways, he thought like a
magus who seeks to change reality though
willpower and the harnessing of unseen
powers. On a more mundane level, he saw
life as a game which would be won by the
most intelligent — and there was no doubt
that Crowhurst was extremely intelligent. Yet
his patchy education had left gaps. He could
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looked after public relations for the town of
Teignmouth, and told Crowhurst that if he
started his voyage from there, the townspeople
would rally to his support. Crowhurst agreed
to this suggestion.
Crowhurst’s boat builders managed to finish
the trimaran’s hulls in a very short time, but
fitting it out proved far more problematic.
Crowhurst, in a state of inventive elation, had

be a part of the contest, and as the yachts
would be starting at different times there
were to be two prizes — one for the sailor
who completed the voyage first, and another
for the fastest time made. Crowhurst was
convinced he could win both. His problem
was that he had no boat suitable for the task,
or money to build one. He therefore turned
to his backer, Stanley Best, and somehow
persuaded this hard-headed and extremely
cautious businessman to put up the money for
what could only be described as an uncertain
venture. The catch in their agreement was
that, should Crowhurst for some reason fail to
complete the voyage, his company would have
to buy the boat from Best, which would surely
bankrupt it.
The October deadline for entering the race
meant that Crowhurst only had seven months
to have a yacht designed, built and tested. This
was an impossibly short time, but he was used
to achieving the difficult tasks he set himself.
The craft he chose to have built was a threehulled vessel — a trimaran. Crowhurst had
never even sailed in one, but he had convinced
himself that this was the ideal craft for the
voyage. It was a risky choice. A trimaran is
extremely stable, but once capsized it stays
capsized. Crowhurst had invented a gadget to
solve this problem, however — a rubber bag
situated at the top of the mast which would be
inflated automatically in the event of the vessel
tipping over, thus bringing it upright again.
This was only one of the devices Crowhurst
planned to use in his boat.
Crowhurst acquired a press agent, Rodney
Hallworth, a bluff former crime reporter
who ran the Devon Press Agency. He also

thought of innumerable electronic devices
he wanted to incorporate in it, all of which
required complicated wiring and machinery,
but he kept changing his mind and coming
up with new ideas. Sponsors proved hard
to come by, and as the weeks went by the
work fell increasingly behind schedule. One
night in late September, after another serious
problem had come to light, Clare confronted
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worked frantically to gather the stores and
equipment needed, but there was simply
not enough time. Crowhurst himself was
distracted and oddly subdued — seemingly
overwhelmed by the number of things that
needed to be done. When he said goodbye
to Clare and the children and set off from
Teignmouth on 31 October, the last possible
day, his boat was about as badly equipped as
it could be.
Things began to go wrong almost
immediately. Screws worked themselves loose
and someone had forgotten to put the spare
ones on board. His generator had flooded,
which meant he had no radio, and there were
problems with the steering gear. One of the
floats on either side of the central hull began
to fill with water, and somehow it had been
neglected to load the hose needed for the pump.
The boat was a mass of wiring, intended to
hook up Crowhurst’s many electronic gadgets
to a central computer, but he had not had
the time to build either the computer or the
gadgets. Even the device to bring the boat up
should she capsize had not been completed.
Two weeks into his voyage, Crowhurst
made a list of all the things wrong with his
boat, evaluated their seriousness, and came
to the conclusion that there was no way he
could complete a round-the-world voyage.
Returning home, however, would not only be
humiliating, it would mean the bankruptcy
of his firm. He considered the possibility of
saving face by carrying on to somewhere like
Australia, but the chances of doing even this
were minimal.
It was now, faced with these unpleasant
alternatives, that Crowhurst hit upon a plan.

her husband, urging him to admit he was
unprepared and pull out of the race. He
seemed to consider it, but then said, “I’ve got
to go through with it, even if I have to build
the boat myself on the way round.”
Two days later the boat, now named
the Teignmouth Electron, was launched at
Brundall in Norfolk. Its maiden voyage from
Brundall to Teignmouth proved disastrous.
The trimaran was very fast with the wind
behind it, but against the wind it slowed
to a snail’s pace. There were mishaps, and
numerous design faults became apparent.
Crowhurst was seasick almost the whole time,
and burned his hand badly on an exhaust
pipe. The trip took two weeks rather than the
three days he had envisaged.
As the deadline for entering the race
approached, Crowhurst’s friends and sponsors
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Instead of continuing his voyage — down
through the Atlantic, around the Cape of
Good Hope, past Australia, round Cape
Horn and back up through the Atlantic to
England again — he would simply remain
in the Atlantic, out of the way of shipping
lanes and hopefully unnoticed, and pretend
he had sailed around the world. It was simple
in theory, but would be enormously difficult
to carry out in practice. He would have to
make radio transmissions of false positions,
fake the navigational record of his supposed
voyage, even write a Chichester-like account
of it. Crowhurst thought he could accomplish
all this. There was no way he could win in
this manner, for winning would mean his
logbooks coming under close scrutiny and
their inconsistencies being discovered, but he
could make it appear that he had completed
the voyage.
Crowhurst managed to fix his generator
so was able to speak on the radio to his wife
and Stanley Best, but he had given them no
indication of his inner turmoil. Now that he
had determined his course of action, he began
to send telegrams giving false information
about his position. In one of the first of
these, he claimed to have sailed 243 miles in
a single day, a record for a lone sailor, and the
achievement was trumpeted by his PR man,
Rodney Hallworth. Most commentators on
the race had dismissed Crowhurst’s chances
prior to this, but now he was being talked
about as a possible winner.
So Crowhurst spent the next few months
sailing aimlessly around the Atlantic, listening
carefully to the world weather reports so that
he could record the conditions he would have

been experiencing had he continued around
the globe. After a while it would have become
apparent that his radio signals were coming
from the wrong part of the world, so he
ceased communication in late January, giving
a broken generator as his excuse. In his spare
time he studied the few books he had brought
with him, mainly books on mathematics and
navigation. One of them, Relativity, the Special
and the General Theory by Albert Einstein,
began to increasingly obsess him. He also
occupied himself by writing poetry and essays,
and making tape recordings. (One of his
sponsors, the BBC, had provided him with a
tape recorder and a movie camera.)
There were, as always, innumerable repairs
to be done on the boat, but he lacked the
plywood and screws needed to fix the most
serious problem, a split that had opened up
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Cape Horn and re-enter the Atlantic. There
were two other yachtsmen still in the race —
Robin Knox-Johnston and Nigel Tetley. KnoxJohnston became the first to complete the race
when he reached England on 22 April. As his
overall time was slow, however, the prize for
the fastest voyage remained for Crowhurst or
Tetley to win, and a close finish was predicted.
Crowhurst had only to follow in Tetley’s wake,
let him win, then sail home with honour but
without too many people interested in the
details of his voyage.
His elaborate plans would probably have
succeeded had not something unforeseen
occurred. In an effort to beat the times he
believed Crowhurst to be making, Tetley
began to sail more recklessly. On 21 May,
while attempting to pass through a storm,
Tetley’s yacht, which was also a trimaran,
capsized and he was out of the race.
Crowhurst had only to reach England to
win. He began to receive telegrams giving
him the details of the welcome planned in
Teignmouth, the boatloads of spectators,
the helicopters filled with TV cameras
and so on. His radio transmitter had really
broken down now, so that he could no
longer speak to anyone. He had entangled
himself in a situation from which there
seemed no escape.
It was at this point that Crowhurst had a
revelation of such cosmic significance that
it would inevitably change not only his own
future but the future of all mankind. It was
an idea that had been growing during the
previous months, but only now did he realise
the true importance of it. Its germ had come
from a passage in the book in which Einstein,

in his starboard float. Crowhurst realised
he would have to risk a landing. After
considering several possible places, he headed
for a small settlement by the Salado River on
the coast of Argentina. He was greeted by a
couple of bemused coastguard officers who
knew nothing about a round-the-world yacht
race, but after checking with a superior they
were happy to provide Crowhurst with what
he needed. He made the necessary repairs
the next day, and dined with the coastguard
officers that evening, communicating with
them in sign language. He set sail the
following morning, and as word of the strange
Englishman’s visit never reached Buenos
Aires, the world remained ignorant of the
secret landing.
Crowhurst broke radio silence on 9 April,
when his false itinerary had him about to round
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while theorising about the way light travels,
assumes a certain condition to be so. While
he does this purely for the sake of argument,
Crowhurst took it to mean that Einstein had
changed the nature of the physical world by
thought. He had therefore achieved what
Crowhurst believed to be the next stage
of human evolution — the freeing of the
mind from the limitations of the body. And
if Einstein could do this anybody could, it
simply required an effort of will. Here was
an idea so overwhelming that it rendered the
problems Crowhurst was facing irrelevant. He
could change his situation just by thinking
about it. By becoming a god.
With his boat becalmed on the weedstrewn waters of the Sargasso Sea, Crowhurst
banished mundane matters like navigation
from his mind. He spent the next few days
writing a philosophical essay in one of his
logbooks. It eventually came to 25,000 words
and veered from fairly cogent reasoning to
complete incoherence, especially towards the
end. He was convinced that writing about
his revelation would in itself bring about the
evolutionary leap he envisioned.

should, by the methods I claim are available,
move at last to prophecy. Let’s have a go!

He had one more decision to make —
whether to conceal the evidence of his fake
voyage or not. Revealing it would hurt his
family, he knew, but in the end he concluded
that his new status left him no choice, or
as he put it, “Nature does not allow God to
sin any sins except one — that’s the sin of
concealment.” He therefore destroyed the fake
logbook he had taken such pains to create,
leaving behind the true record of his voyage.
On 1 July 1969, having put into words
the most important discovery in history,
Donald Crowhurst left his body by jumping
into the sea.

If I stipulate of my own free will that
by learning to manipulate the space-time
continuum Man will become God and
disappear from the physical universe as we
know it I am providing the system with
an impulse. If my solution is rooted in the
mathematical requirements of a solution it is
“correct” and acceptable to a rapidly increasing
body of men, then I am very close to God and
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